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Abstract

Real-world applications typically permit only constant time intervals between sub-
sequent moves of an agent interacting with an environment. Hence there is a need to
efficiently distribute the limited computation time and also other resources available for
planning ahead and for evaluating alternative future action sequences. In this paper we
study a particular instance of this general problem, namely, the choice of local search
space in real-time heuristic search. For larger local search spaces, the well-known LRTA*
algorithm finds shorter solutions, but requires a lot of memory, especially in huge domains
such as sliding tile puzzles. We suggest a novel algorithm CLRTA* that uses large, but
asymmetric local search space, placed mostly within the previously explored area. In our
experiments on sequences of sliding tile puzzles and mazes, CLRTA* produced solutions
not much longer than the standard symmetric LRTA* with the same number of states
examined per decision, while using much less memory.

1 Introduction

Real-world applications typically permit only constant time intervals between subsequent
moves of an agent interacting with an environment. Hence there is a need to efficiently
distribute the limited computation resources available for planning and evaluating future
actions. The most popular reinforcement learning methods (such as Q-learning or TD(λ))
contain a degenerate planning step: instead of a long sequence of the future actions, the
agent considers only the immediate successors of the current state and chooses the next move
depending on their values computed somehow on the previous steps. A deeper planning, both
for move selection and for backing-up values, can accelerate convergence significantly [Tes94],
[SB98, § 9.7], but requires a lot of time for each move since the tree of possibilities grows
exponentially. However, by having some bias on the space of future action sequences one can
construct a highly asymmetric tree with wildly varying depths and gain the advantages of the
deep search without sacrifying the efficiency.

Real-time heuristic search problems [Kor90] provide a convenient framework for testing
ideas of asymmetric planning. Finding a path to a goal in a large domain is simpler than the
general problem of reinforcement learning, but it is still challenging for the existing methods.
At the same time, algorithms like LRTA* use a non-trivial planning step, and are known to
gain in some situations from an asymmetry of the local search space [Koe04].
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We are especially interested in incremental learning, when the previous experience facil-
itates solving the next tasks. Thus we apply heuristic search methods not to a single task,
but to a sequence of tasks, so that the obtained methods and intuition could be transferred
onto other learning problems, and in particular, could be used for the choice of the update
step in reinforcement learning algorithms.

Here we suggest a novel modification of LRTA*, conservative LRTA* (CLRTA*), which
concentrates its local search on the previously visited states whenever possible. We exper-
imentally compare the two algorithms on sequences of sliding tile puzzles and demonstrate
that CLRTA* can solve all the tasks using much less memory, though the solutions found are
longer. Also we compare them on sequences of maze tasks, where they work equally well after
some period of initial learning.

2 Real-time heuristic search

A general heuristic search task can be expressed as follows. There is a graph, and the agent
needs to find a path from a starting node (a starting state) to another node called the goal
(we consider only single-agent, single-goal fully observable deterministic setting; for other
variants see the survey [Koe01]). The agent also has initial heuristics, an easy to compute
function that estimates the relative merits of different nodes with respect to the goal.

LRTA* [Kor90] is the most popular real-time heuristic search method. It keeps a value
for each visited state that is a lower estimation of the distance from the state to the goal and
updates the value when the state is visited again.

Algorithm 1 Generic LRTA*
1: h(s) = initial heuristics for all states s.
2: Generate a local search space Slss containing the current state;
3: If goal ∈ Slss, expand the path and stop;
4: Update h(s) for all s ∈ Slss;
5: Move to the adjacent state with the minimal h(s), breaking ties arbitrarily.
6: Goto 2.

Algorithm 1 is the general scheme of the LRTA*. Step 4 must provide that h(s) equals
the minimum of 1 + h(s′) over all adjacent states s′. The choice of local search space Slss

(Step 2) and implementation of the update (Step 4) may be different. In the simplest case,
Slss consists only of the current state, and thus update is trivial. To get a real-time algorithm,
one typically needs to limit the size of Slss, but the question of what its optimal shape is does
not seem to have been studied extensively (see [Koe04] for a variant where the Slss is formed
by running several first steps of A* search). LRTA* is known to converge for arbitrary choice
of Slss. However, it usually finds solutions to practical tasks much faster than is guarantied by
the worst-case bounds. The choice of Slss may considerably affect the speed of convergence.

In our comparisons, we use a version of LRTA* with a symmetric Slss of a given size.
Namely, we start from the current state and at each step, we add all states adjacent to the
states already added to Slss, until Slss reaches the required size. If at the last step the number
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of adjacent states exceeds the limit, we choose some of them randomly. For updates at Step 2
we apply Dijkstra’s algorithm to Slss to propagate the h-values from the outside. All ties are
broken randomly and independently.

3 Sliding tile puzzles

Sliding tile puzzle is one of the standard testbeds for search algorithms. The (n2 − 1)-puzzle
(or n×n-puzzle) is a board n×n with (n2 − 1) numbered tiles. The objective is to rearrange
a given initial configuration of tiles into a given final configuration by sliding one tile at once
to the empty square.

The (n2 − 1)-puzzle has n2!/2 states. At the same time, the distance between any two
states is not large. There is a specific real-time algorithm [Par95] that finds a solution of length
O(n3). Nevertheless, the task is considered to be very difficult for general search algorithms
due to its huge state space. Huge state spaces are usual in robotics and computer vision, and
we use sliding tile puzzles to model part of the difficulties of the real-world domains.

The common initial heuristics for these puzzles is the Manhattan distance: the sum over
all mismatched tiles of (the sums of) horizontal and vertical distances between their positions
in two states. The Manhattan distance provides a lot of information about the puzzle: in our
experiments 15- and 35-puzzles were solved by a trivial heuristic search algorithm that always
goes to the adjacent state with the minimal heuristic value but does not go back to the last
visited state (however, the path lengths were 104 for 15-puzzles and 107 for 35-puzzles).

In our experiments, we used randomly generated puzzles. The goal configuration was
always the same, with the empty square in the bottom right corner. To get an initial config-
uration, we generated a random even permutation, with the uniform distribution on all even
permutations.

Table 1 shows the results of testing LRTA* on a sequence of 99 puzzle tasks. The tasks
of the sequence are solved one by one, and the updated h-values are used as initial heuristics
for the next task in the sequence. For comparison, we apply to the same tasks another
variant of LRTA*, which tries to reduce memory usage by keeping only the h-value update
for the current state (changes for the other states in Slss are used only for move selection and
then discarded). The results are averaged on 100 independent runs. The experiments were
performed on AMD Opteron 250 2.4GHz with 4GB RAM. For 35-puzzles, only an initial part
of the task sequence was solved because of “out of memory” error.

These experimental results confirm the obvious conjecture that larger lookaheads allow
finding much shorter paths, but also require much more memory. A less obvious observation
is that a reduced lookahead may not decrease the required amount of memory, since the path
becomes much longer. A naive attempt to save memory by discarding part of the h-value
updates fails for the same reason.

4 Conservative LRTA*

LRTA*’s extensive memory usage is closely connected to its well-known advantages. Since the
initial heuristics must be non-overestimating, the h-values in non-visited states are usually
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Slss size Average path length Number of saved h-values Average time per move, ms

LRTA* on 15-puzzles

1 5.1[0.5] ∗ 103 3.5 ∗ 105 0.02
5 8.9[1.2] ∗ 102 1.8 ∗ 105 0.09
17 8.1[1.0] ∗ 102 4.7 ∗ 105 0.3
53 5.1[0.7] ∗ 102 7.7 ∗ 105 1.5

“Memory-saving” LRTA* on 15-puzzles

5 2.8[0.3] ∗ 103 2.0 ∗ 105 0.05
17 2.6[0.3] ∗ 103 2.8 ∗ 103 0.25
53 2.8[0.3] ∗ 103 3.1 ∗ 103 0.5

LRTA* on 35-puzzles

1? 1.3[0.4] ∗ 106 5.7 ∗ 106 0.2
5† 1.7[0.3] ∗ 105 5.3 ∗ 106 0.5
17‡ 1.1[0.3] ∗ 104 5.5 ∗ 106 3.7
53?? 1.0[0.3] ∗ 104 5.2 ∗ 106 8.1

“Memory-saving” LRTA* on 35-puzzles

5† 1.6[0.3] ∗ 105 5.3 ∗ 106 0.6
17† 1.7[0.3] ∗ 105 5.5 ∗ 106 1.3
53† 1.9[0.5] ∗ 105 5.2 ∗ 106 3.7

Table 1: LRTA* performance
The results are for a sequence of 99 tasks, except lines with the marks: ? is on 7 tasks, ?? is
on 30 tasks, † is on 50 tasks, ‡ is on 90 tasks. The path lengths are averaged of 100 trials,
and then over all tasks, in [ ] the standard deviation is given.
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less than in visited states. Thus LRTA* is inclined to discover new areas rather than to use
a previously found path to the goal. This makes LRTA* very efficient in exploring unknown
terrains. However, problems with huge state spaces, similar to (n2 − 1)-puzzles, cannot be
completely explored at all: the agent cannot try all 1041 configurations in a 35-puzzle. In this
case, the exploratory property of LRTA* is inefficient and leads mainly to a waste of memory.

The simplest way to decrease exploration is to search for a solution in the previously
visited area. We implement this idea in a new modification of LRTA*, Conservative LRTA*,
which appears to find solutions not much worse than LRTA*, but using significantly less
memory in large domains.

Algorithm 2 CLRTA*-n: Conservative LRTA* with lookahead n

1: h(s) = initial heuristics for all states s.
2: Slss := {current state}
3: while |Slss| < n do
4: Let S be the set of all states adjacent to Slss s.t. their h-values were updated at one of

the previous steps.
5: If S = ∅, then S = { all states adjacent to Slss }
6: Slss := Slss ∪ S (If |S| > n− |Slss|, make |S| = n− |Slss| by removing elements from S

randomly)
7: end while
8: If goal ∈ Slss, expand the path and stop;
9: Use Dijkstra’s algorithm to update h(s) for all s ∈ Slss given h(s) for s /∈ Slss adjacent

to Slss; h(s) = mins′ adjacent s(1 + h(s′))
10: Use Dijkstra’s algorithm to calculate values hm(s):

for s /∈ Slss adjacent to Slss, hm(s) = h(s);
for s ∈ Slss, hm(s) = mins′ adjacent to s v(s′)+h(s′), where v(s′) = 0.5 if h(s′) was updated
before, and v(s′) = 1 otherwise

11: Move to the adjacent state with the minimal hm(s).
12: Goto 2.

CLRTA* differs in two points from the LRTA* variant we used before. First, the local
search space is formed from the previously visited states whenever possible. This does not
prevent exploration, since the states adjacent to Slss are often new and have smaller h-values
than any state in Slss. An important point is that in a new area, Slss stretches mostly along
the path traversed by the agent, and hence the updates are translated far back.

The second change is the move selection. This change also increases the probability of
going to a previously visited state. Loosely speaking, CLRTA* is looking for a state with the
minimal h-value at the border of Slss (as LRTA*), but prefers paths belonging to the known
area.

The choice of the local search space does not change the general scheme of LRTA*, but
the new move selection does. Therefore the convergence of CLRTA* does not follow from the
convergence result for LRTA*.

Proposition. On a finite graph with edge costs 1, in which the goal state is reachable from
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Slss size Average path length Number of saved h-values Average time per move, ms

CLRTA* on 15-puzzles

1 5.2[0.6] ∗ 103 3.5 ∗ 105 0.01
5 1.7[0.2] ∗ 103 1.4 ∗ 105 0.1
17 1.2[0.1] ∗ 103 8.9 ∗ 104 0.25
53 1.1[0.1] ∗ 103 8.6 ∗ 104 1.6

CLRTA* on 35-puzzles

1? 1.4[0.6] ∗ 106 5.6 ∗ 106 0.6
5 8.7[2.0] ∗ 104 5.5 ∗ 106 0.5
17 2.1[0.2] ∗ 104 1.4 ∗ 106 0.6
53 2.0[0.2] ∗ 104 1.3 ∗ 106 2.0

Table 2: CLRTA* performance
The results are for a sequence of 100 tasks (with one exception: ? is on 7 tasks).

every state, CLRTA* will eventually find a solution.

Proof sketch. Assume that the agent never reaches the goal. Let us consider the set M of
states that are added to Slss at infinitely many steps. By assumption, M does not contain
the goal state, and after some moment the agent will never leave M . For any future path of
the agent, one can show that all h-values of all states from M will stabilize eventually (in the
set of states for which h-values do not stabilize, consider the minimum of h). After that, the
backed-up hm-value of the current state will only decrease along the agent’s path, and thus
the agent will leave M .

Remark. The algorithm and the proof can be generalized to arbitrary positive edge weights.
The changes of the update rules are: in line 9 the value 1 is replaced by the cost of the edge
to s′; in line 10 the value v(s′) is the edge cost, if h(s′) was not updated before, and the 0.5
of the edge cost otherwise. States must be added to Slss in the order of path costs.

The convergence proof does not imply any bound on the number of the agent moves.
(But note also that the known upper bounds for LRTA* are incomparably worse than the
experimentally found solution lengths in sliding tile puzzles.)

5 Experimental comparison of LRTA* and CLRTA*

The main experimental results about CLRTA* are summarized in Table 2. As in the case of
LRTA* (Table 1), the algorithm was tested on a sequence of 99 puzzle tasks. In all the cases
but |Slss| = 1 for 35-puzzles, CLRTA* was able to solve all 99 tasks in the sequence without
“out of memory” errors.

Strictly speaking, CLRTA* differs from LRTA* even if the local search space consists of
the current state only, due to the modified move-selection rule. However, the only difference is
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Figure 1: Number of h-values saved by LRTA* and CLRTA* on a sequence of 999 15-puzzles,
|Slss| = 17

that when two states have the same h-value CLRTA* chooses the visited one. The experiments
with puzzles (and also experiments with mazes) show no difference in their performance.

When the size of the local search space is larger than 1, CLRTA* finds solutions roughly 2
times longer than LRTA*. This is the price for reduced memory usage. With the increase of
the lookahead, the difference in the number of saved h-values for LRTA* and CLRTA* increases
considerably: on 35-puzzles, CLRTA* consumes 2 times less memory for |Slss| = 5, 5 times
less for |Slss| = 17, and 10 times less for |Slss| = 53 (these Slss sizes roughly corresponds to
the depths of the symmetric search tree 2, 3, and 4).

Even more, for CLRTA* the total number of saved h-values decreases when the lookahead
increases. At first glance this property seems amazing, but it is easy to explain: CLRTA*
search space “looks back” and almost all the time lies within an already visited area. What
is really amazing is that such a “non-curious” agent can solve the tasks so effectively.

Though CLRTA* saves fewer h-values than LRTA*, the growth of the number of saved
h-values is not slower for CLRTA*, looking linear in both cases. Figure 1 shows the number
of saved states as a function of the number of the task in the sequence. All tasks in our
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

LRTA* 1.2 ∗ 105 8.3 ∗ 105 14.890 3.848 10.5 ∗ 105 3.7 ∗ 105

CLRTA* 6.8 ∗ 105 4.7 ∗ 105 0.292 0.287 1.98 ∗ 105 1.3 ∗ 105

Table 3: Performance of LRTA* and CLRTA* with |Slss| = 17 on one 63-puzzle (average over
100 trials)
(a) is the path length, (b) is the number of saved h-values, (c) and (d) are mean and median
time per move, (e) and (f) are mean and median total time per task.

sequences of puzzles are of approximately the same difficulty, thus the total average path is
roughly proportional to the task number.

Another interesting issue is the time per move. The time intervals in Tables 1 and 2 are
measured for each task by the system clock and then divided by the length of the path found.
The tables contain median times per move in milliseconds among all tasks in all trials. We
use median values, since they are less influenced by outliers: there were several very large
time values in the sample, perhaps they appeared due to system-dependant delays during
solving the task.

On the 35-puzzles, times per move turned out to be considerably less for CLRTA* than
for LRTA*. And also the total search time per task appears to be less for CLRTA*, in spite of
the longer solutions found. This looks strange, since CLRTA* performs more computations
at each step (calling Dijkstra’s algorithm twice, in particular). And our experiments in mazes
also confirm that in small domains a CLRTA* step takes more time than an LRTA* step. The
explanation of the paradoxical effect for 35-puzzle is again based on better memory efficiency.
The h-values are saved in a hash-table. Smaller hash-tables provides a slightly faster access,
but this effect is not so significant. But CLRTA* uses mostly recently-accessed values, which
usually are still in the processor cache, and this accelerates the computations considerably.
Table 3 illustrates this statement: on a 63-puzzle CLRTA* finds solutions that are 6 times
longer, but solves the task (column (f)) almost 3 times faster than LRTA*.

The excellent exploratory properties of LRTA* also yield the following unpleasant effect
for incrementally solving a sequence of tasks. When several first tasks have been solved, the
lengths of solutions of the next tasks begin to grow, since LRTA* avoids the previously found
paths even if they are optimal (optimal when the full information is available). This effect
disappears soon in small domains, when the whole space has been explored, but persists in
large, unexplorable domains.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate this effect on 15-puzzles (the sequences of 99 and 999 puzzles
are independent). The solution lengths of LRTA* are increasing. Though one cannot say that
CLRTA* efficiently uses the collected information and decreases the solution lengths in the
later trials (but we assume this may happen for longer sequences and larger lookaheads), the
solution lengths of CLRTA* at least do not increase.

We also made some other experiments to study the properties of CLRTA*. First, we
tried to check the importance of the modified move-selection rule (Step 10 of Algorithm 2).
If always v(s′) = 1 (standard LRTA* move selection), then CLRTA* produces 20–100 times
longer solutions. When v(s′) for previously updated states varies between 0.3 and 0.7 (so,
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Figure 2: Solution lengths by LRTA* and CLRTA* on a sequence of 99 15-puzzles with
|Slss| = 161
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Figure 3: Solution lengths by LRTA* and CLRTA* on a sequence of 999 15-puzzles, |Slss| = 17
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Figure 4: The difference of path lengths obtained by CLRTA* and LRTA* on a sequence of
1000 tasks in the same 151× 151 maze without cycles, |Slss| = 17

including our normal value 0.5), the average performance does not change, but its oscillations
are much greater. but less stable for the extreme values of v(s′). However we did not conduct
enough tests to obtain reliable statistics.

Also we tested CLRTA* in one popular small domain, namely, mazes, to check how its
move selection rule works when the space has been explored completely. The maze structure
on 151× 151 and 300× 300 grids were made by depth-first search with random tie breaking.
Then some cycles were introduced by adding connections between disconnected adjacent cells
with a certain probability (we tried probabilities 0, 0.01, 0.1). The goal cell then was chosen
randomly. A task sequence in a given maze consisted of 1000 random initial positions.

All the graphs obtained for the different mazes described appeared to be very similar, that
is why we give them on Figures 4 and 5 only for one case: mazes without cycles, the “least
suitable” domain for CLRTA* (the results are averaged over 100 independent runs on the same
task sequence). Figure 4 shows how the difference of the solution lengths by CLRTA* and
LRTA* depends on the task number in the sequence. Figure 5 shows the number of saved h-
values for the first 15 tasks in the sequence. For the first tasks in the sequence, LRTA* is much
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more effective. Later, when the terrain is learned by both algorithms (all states are visited
at that moment, and the algorithms differ by the move-selection rule only) the difference in
their performance becomes negligible (for comparison, Figure 4 contains also average solution
lengths found by LRTA*). Thus, even in a small domain (mazes, even without cycles), where
CLRTA* was not assumed to work, it performs not much worse than LRTA*, though, surely,
does not have any advantage.

6 Conclusion

Asymmetric local search spaces can significantly reduce the usage of a bounded resource. We
presented a novel algorithm CLRTA* for a real-time heuristic search with a lack of memory.
We showed experimentally that CLRTA* does not lose much in the quality of solutions com-
pared to the standard LRTA* algorithm, but consumes much less memory in large domains
(like sliding tile puzzles) due to avoiding excessive exploration. It is very likely that some
algorithm in-between LRTA* and CLRTA* with a more balanced exploration can find better
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Figure 5: Number of h-values saved by LRTA* and CLRTA* on the first 15 tasks in the
experiment of Figure 4.
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solutions with the same memory as CLRTA*, and this is the main direction for the future
research. Also CLRTA* provides a good basis for designing search algorithms for incremen-
tally solving a sequence of tasks. One particular possibility is to combine CLRTA* ideas with
εδ-search [Ish97].
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